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Sermon              Sunday 31 May 2015 
Trinity Sunday 

 
Lessons Isaiah 6: 1 – 8  Romans 8: 12 – 17 St John 3: 1 – 17 
 
 
Prayer of Illumination 
 
Let us pray. 
 
Encircle us, O God, in Your love.   Welcome us anew to Your Table that we may 
share in Your conversation, the eloquent silence of the Sacred Three.   May we 
receive the divine food from Your hand and, in love, reflect the gaze of Your love.   
Amen. 
 
 
 

Today is Trinity Sunday.   It is the day on which, perhaps more than 

any other, the Church reflects on the nature of God.    In the Christian 

tradition, God is Trinity:  Father, Son and Holy Spirit.   Every service 

of public worship concludes with the minister or priest invoking the 

name of the Triune God:  people are blessed and sent out into the 

world in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.   Do we 

believe that God is Trinity, that the concept of the Trinity captures 

the very essence and nature of the Absolute?   Do we believe that the 

One who created the cosmos, who gave us the ‘Big Bang’, and the 

experience of consciousness is truly a Trinity?   If that is so, if in any 

literal, absolute sense God is Father, Son and Holy Spirit, then what 

does that mean for other world religions?       
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The fourteenth century German theologian and mystic, Meister 

Eckhart, often described as the Master of Mystics, used a 

congregational response in his liturgy.   He would say, ‘God is light’, 

and the people would reply, ‘God is not light’.   For Eckhart, the point 

was that every word and concept we use of the Divine is a metaphor; 

it is not itself ‘God’.   The Early Church Father, St Augustine, said, ‘If 

you have understood [the nature of God], then what you have 

understood is not God.’   Adopting the liturgy of Eckhart, let me say, 

‘God is Trinity; God is not Trinity’.    

 

The ancient Trinitarian doctrine dates from the early councils of the 

Church, from the fourth to the seventh century.   It was at these 

councils that the greatest Church theologians of the day defined the 

fundamental doctrines of the Christian Faith; namely, the Trinity and 

the Incarnation.   At these councils, the bishops were seeking to avoid 

what they believed to be erroneous ways of describing the Deity.   

However, not for a moment did they imagine that they had explained 

the Mystery of God.    

 

What would it have been like at one of those early councils?   Some 

years ago, a shepherd told me that, once a week, he and his dog had 
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to travel in the back of a Land Rover on a boat over to an island to see 

his sheep.   The journey involved other shepherds and other dogs 

sharing the back of the Land Rover on what was often a rough 

crossing.   He said that, with so many shepherds and dogs in such 

close proximity, it was a weekly recipe for snarling, nipping, biting 

and jostling and cursing.   I imagine the early Church councils were 

quite similar.    

 

At these early councils, the word that was most crucial was the Greek 

word, homoousious.   It means that Jesus was of one substance with 

the Father, one in essence, consubstantial.   The Jesus of history, the 

young man from Nazareth, became the Christ of faith:  He was said to 

possess two natures:  one human, the other divine.   The Fathers of 

the Eastern Church spoke of the Trinity as ‘Three Persons in one 

essence.’   This is the language of the ancients, conditioned by their 

own worldview, addressing the specific concerns they faced.   If we 

are to speak of God today in ways that people of our time will 

understand, we may honour what has gone before but we must also 

find our own means of expressing our understanding and experience 

of God.    
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Literalism is the curse of the Church:  poetry is the language of 

religion.   Literalism turns poetry into stone.   In losing the potency of 

myth, in demonising mythology, we have shut ourselves off from the 

riches of the Old and New Testaments and, over time, we have turned 

credal orthodoxy into mathematics.   Our local saint, St Catherine of 

Siena, spoke of the ‘Eternal Now’, of our encounter in the present 

moment with the Presence, our trust of the Mystery at the heart of all 

hearts.    

 

Dame Julian of Norwich, who lived in the early fifteenth century, re-

imagined the Trinity.   In a vision, she saw the working of the Trinity.   

Julian said: 

 
 The high Might of the Trinity is our Father, and the deep  
 Wisdom of the Trinity is our Mother, and the great Love of  

the Trinity is our Lord…. 
 
For Julian, the Trinity of Father, Son and Holy Spirit is rendered 

Father, Mother and Lord:  Jesus, the Word or Wisdom of God, is our 

Mother.   She said this because in Jesus we see the Word of God or the 

Wisdom of God, the Logos.   In Jewish understanding, it is through the 

Word of God – God said, ‘Let there be light’ - that the whole of 

creation came to be.   The Word carries the essence of the Divine, so 

Jesus, the Word, is our Mother.   Julian was tenderly re-imagining the 
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insights of the Early Church Fathers.   Later mystics have spoken of 

the Trinity as Light, Life and Love.    

 

At the outset, I asked about other world faiths.   Being dogmatic 

about doctrine is a mistake:  there is no end to theological discussion.   

I passionately dislike the doctrine of substitutionary atonement, but I 

do not deny the right of other Christians to preach it.   If, with an 

open mind, we turn to other faiths, say to Hinduism, we find a 

threefold representation of God:  Brahma, Shiva and Krishna are 

three and One.   If we believe that our insights and ours alone are 

absolute knowledge of God, our words and images have become an 

idol.   They may not be stone or carved wood, but they are an idol 

nonetheless.   The late Bede Griffiths, a Benedictine monk, spent 

much of his life in South India, immersed in the spirituality of that 

culture.   Of Buddhism, Griffiths said: 

 
 It is true that the Buddhist does not believe in ‘God’, but he  
 does believe in an infinite, eternal, transcendent Reality, which  
 is characterised by wisdom and compassion, and what else do 
 we mean by ‘God’? 
 
God is Trinity; God is not Trinity. 
 
 
In the 1960s, the Roman Catholic Church convened the largest 

Church council since the Counter-Reformation.   Though it seems 
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forgotten now, the Council commented warmly on the relationship of 

Christianity to other world faiths.   Of Hinduism and Buddhism, they 

said: 

 
 In Hinduism, men contemplate the divine mystery and express 
 it through an unspent fruitfulness of myths and through  
 searching philosophical inquiry.   They seek release from the  
 anguish of our condition through ascetical practices or deep  
 meditation or a loving, trusting flight towards God. 
 
 Buddhism in its multiple forms acknowledges the radical  
 insufficiency of this shifting world.   It teaches a path by which  
 men, in a devout and confident spirit, can either reach a state of  
 absolute freedom or attain supreme enlightenment by their  
 own efforts or by higher assistance. 
 
In the 21st century, we need more, much, much more of this spiritual 

openness, of letting the heart find the Spirit wherever it blows.   The 

Abrahamic faiths, including Christianity, have been bruised by the 

curse of literalism.   We need to learn again the language of 

spirituality and unlearn the doctrinal point-scoring which has so 

shaped the last 500 years of Christian history.    

 

For me, the doctrine of the Trinity is best understood as an 

expression of Divine Love rather than a philosophical concept.   At its 

best, the concept of God the Father reminds us that the Holy is 

hidden, always in the dark, elusive, in what Dionysius the Areopagite 

called ‘dazzling obscurity’ or the ‘secret Silence’.   The port Rilke said, 
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‘I believe in the night’.   Only the darkness envelops all things.   The 

concept of God the Son is the essence of God that continually gives 

birth to creation in the myriad forms of evolution:  it is our Mother.   

We hear its voice in the soul of Jesus.   Together with the earth, life is 

all one.   The concept of God the Holy Spirit is the divine within us, 

the indwelling Spirit, the very thing we taste when we love and live 

and fly spiritually.   The Trinity is a human explanation of our 

encounter with the Soul of the universe.    

 

Dare I say even the word ‘God’ is misleading because, despite our 

best efforts, it tends to sound like an object, or a single being, or 

something quite separate from us, up there, out there.   Instead, God, 

the Absolute, the Transcendent in our midst, is in and through all 

things.   Jesus said, ‘The Father is in Me, and I am in you.’   The 

doctrine of the Trinity attempts to capture the sense that this is a 

sacramental universe, with the Hidden God, present in all things, 

present in Jesus, present in us, present in the earth beneath our feet.   

Like Hinduism and Buddhism, spiritual Christianity is learning to be 

at one with Mystery. 

 

God is Trinity; God is not Trinity.    Amen. 


